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Abstract—The uncertainty of a population’s state of disease
in pandemics may be revealed through probabilistic causal
models that capture essential aspects of infection and social
distancing. Using a Bayesian temporal network to model disease
transmission, we show how observable Bluetooth Low Energy
RSSI signals and symptoms, disease and immunity reports can
be used with MCMC/Gibbs sampling to infer the unobservable
states of disease of local and global populations. With a system
of OPEN scores representing infection probabilities and social
distancing mediated by organizations self-organizing with safety
in numbers, these same organizations may devise small-scale
distancing policies to keep schools open and businesses running
safely.

Index Terms—transmission of disease, social distancing, con-
tact tracing, small-scale public health organizations, Bayesian
inference

I. INTRODUCTION

COVID-19 forced people and governments to make na-
tional and regional social distancing policies at unprece-

dented speeds, all based on very little but evolving evidence
concerning symptoms, disease reports and how the disease
seemed to work. Early recommendations to avoid using masks
were rapidly replaced with widespread requirements to use
masks, whereas “6 feet apart” social distancing heuristics may
or may not be enough [1]. Current approaches involve broad-
casting infections and deaths daily along general guidelines to
stay indoors, with a limited amount of available tests used to
decide to shut down travel between countries and states, with
mass school and office closures resulting in drastic changes
in employment and educational practices. Better pandemic
management tools are required to keep businesses, schools,
and transportation systems open; along with ensuring pop-
ulations remain healthy as possible. This paper attempts to
outline how combining modern machine learning approaches
with smartphone applications accomplishes this goal.

We propose users may use OPEN smartphone applications
to effectively view their own and other members of a popula-
tion’s infection and social distancing effectiveness, shown in
Figure 1.

II. BAYESIAN MODELS OF PANDEMICS

Using smartphone and smartwatch applications, private or-
ganizations, local, and global populations may use temporal
Bayesian networks to more effectively manage uncertainty in
pandemics. The OPEN temporal Bayesian model is shown in
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Fig. 1. The OPEN health network app shows users how well they have
been social distancing with OPEN scores and a summary of their recent
spatiotemporal interactions.

Figure 2. We use the label X(t) for an arbitrary person in a
global community of 7-8 billion smartphone users and A(t) to
represent a person’s infection state and B1(t) . . . BM (t) for M
persons infection states all in proximity to A, using the same
symbols to refer to both the person and the infection state; all
infection states are binary (0=not infected, 1=infected), and t
represents a particular time period of a pandemic (e.g. 1 day).
Bayesian networks structure the causal models of infection
and social distancing by showing the reported observable
data (yellow) and estimating probability distributions on the
unobservable data (blue/red/purple). The parent nodes are the
sole state variables to compute the child nodes, and temporal
Bayesian networks later states are necessarily child nodes of
earlier states, e.g. A(t+1) is necessarily a child of A(t). What
is observable is:

• Symptom reports SA(t). For exposition, we use 0, 1, ?
as possible values with the semantics of “no symptoms”,
“symptomatic”, or “unknown”.

• Diagnosis reports DA(t). Again, we use 0, 1, ? as possible
values with the semantics of begin confirmed negative,
confirmed positive and unknown.

• Bluetooth Low Energy RSSI signals RSSI(t).

By combining a prior probability of pX(t) with estimates in
per region R and a likelihood function for each component
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Fig. 2. Temporal Bayesian Network Causal model of disease transmission between A and B1 . . . BM .

in the Bayesian network, the unobservable states may be
recovered. There are 3 key components in our model:
• Robust Distance Estimation. Because of wide variation

in RSSI signal strengths and wide variation in causes
of attenuation, it is valuable to combine multiple RSSI
observations together with a trusted OPEN Server that
returns back distance metrics. We describe special pur-
pose distance estimation procedures in Section III.

• Spatiotemporal models of disease transmission. A like-
lihood model of how distances between A and B1..BM

results in droplet transfer qA and causes infection state
changes from A(t) = 0 to A(t) = 1 can be expressed in
a generative causal model (c.f. [2])

p(A(t+ 1) = 1|A(t) = 0, qA(t)) =
1

1 + ek(qA(t)−q0)

qA(t) =

M∑
i=1

f(dABi(t)×Bi(t))

The above form reflects several intuitive ideas that map
onto everyday human experience:

1) Diseases can only be transmitted by an infected
person (that is, at least one person Bi must be in
the vicinity of A with Bi(t) = 1). No spontaneous
infections are possible. If Bi = 0, it has no contri-
bution in the above causal model.

2) Potency of infection is based some function f of qA
based on the distance dABi(t) between A and Bi,
which itself must involve a model of transmission

of disease and the actual disease of COVID-19’s
physical form. This would be expected to be low
order model of the human modes of expelling flu-
ids via ordinary breathing, coughing, sneezing, etc.
based on the dynamics of human fluid transmision
(c.f [1])

3) Multiple infectors have additive effects. More fluids
traveling through space from some Bi increase the
probability that A would be infected.

In addition, the following captures the idea that once A is
infected, A will stay infected forever, and is independent
of qA(t):

p(A(t+ 1) = 0|A(t) = 1) = 0

p(A(t+ 1) = 1|A(t) = 1) = 1

In actuality, people actually build up antibodies, and may
be reinfected, necessitating a more complex model. We do
not concern ourselves with this at this time but note that
these models are the subject of intense research; when
knowledge of this is established, it can be used for higher
explanatory power in the same generative model.

• User Reports RX(t). A toy likelihood model of re-
ports of symptoms p(SA(t)|A(t)) and confirmed disease
p(DA(t)|A(t)) is shown in Figure 3, reflecting increased
certainty from diagnosis reports DA(t) from health test-
ing over self-reported symptoms. In the real world, such
toy models may be replaced with known data based on
how disease tests function and how well a person’s self-
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p(SA(t) = 0|A(t) = 0) .5 Reporting non-symptomatic accurately
p(SA(t) = ?|A(t) = 0) .3 Not reporting non-infection
p(SA(t) = 1|A(t) = 0) .2 Bogus symptom report
p(SA(t) = 0.|A(t) = 1) .4 Asymptomatic
p(SA(t) = ?|A(t) = 1) .5 Not reporting actual infection
p(SA(t) = 1|A(t) = 1) .1 Confirmed Symptom report
p(DA(t) = 0|A(t) = 0) .6 Confirmed not infected
p(DA(t) = ?|A(t) = 0) .2 Not reporting non-infection
p(DA(t) = 1|A(t) = 0) .2 False positive
p(DA(t) = 0|A(t) = 1) .1 False negative
p(DA(t) = ?|A(t) = 1) .1 Not reporting actual infection
p(DA(t) = 1|A(t) = 1) .8 Confirmed Disease report

Fig. 3. Sample Likelihood model of Reports: Symptom Reports p(SA|A(t))
and Disease Reports p(DA|A(t))

Fig. 4. OPEN apps show the user A OPEN scores based on p(A(t) = 1) and
people B1..BM in proximity to A based p(B(t) = 1) along with summaries
of estimated distances for users to address their real world social distancing
problem.

reported symptoms match up to more reliable disease
reports of the same person.

By specifying a generative model of disease in this way, it
is then possible to use Gibbs/MCMC sampling procedures to
ask questions of the network. The core OPEN Score question
we ask is, given recent observations over the last 14 days D
across the entire population of users:
• OPEN Score: What is the users p(A(t = T )|D) and

those proximate to A – p(Bi(t = T )|D) for all the users
in proximity to A?

We show this to users directly in the OPEN app via OPEN
Scores, along with other users who have come in close
proximity, as shown in Figure 1 (2d) and Figure 4 (3d).
This may guide individual decisions as to how to operate in a
physical environment, and the aggregate of such information
may be used to support better thinking as to how to support
and facilitate improved small-scale organization behavior, as
we review in Section VII.

III. RSSI-BASED ROBUST DISTANCE ESTIMATION

Social distancing is possible because Received Signal
Strength Indicator (RSSI) signals (denoted by ρ) are exposed

by iOS + Android Bluetooth APIs. Ideally, the physics of
antennaes would predict the following mapping:

d(ρ) = 10
δρ
20

where ρ0 is the measurement of RSSI for the device at 1 meter:

δρ = ρ0 − ρ

This simple one-sided RSSI calculation can support serverless
distance estimation from a single observer’s point of view.

However, a wide variety of factors make the simple RSSI
calculation impractical for social distancing application:

• Different phone models have different ρ0. Fig 5 shows
OpenTrace’s controlled antennae measurements for 20
popular phone models. A Samsung 8 receiving a iPhone
advertisement would receive a -55 on average whereas
a iPhone X advertisement would receive a -75, which if
the average of -65 was taken for both would imply that
the Samsung would appear much further than the iPhone
user.

• Mobile phones have mobile users controlling the position
and orientation of the phone, so RSSI changes signifi-
cantly with motion of the user and the orientation of the
mobile device.

• Occlusion by people, most commonly the owners of the
mobile phones.

• Even without occlusion or motion, a static mobile phone
RSSI signals vary significantly [3].

For these reasons, it is essential for a trusted server to be
employed to receive and process RSSI signals from multiple
observers and adopt the following Robust Distance Estimator:

• Device information requirement. The server should re-
ceive model number information from the device and look
up mean and variance ρ0 information from reference. We
augment RSSI data from Apple devices and widely used
Android devices using stationary iBeacons in controlled
environments to support systematic learning of RSSI
behavior for new Android devices.

• Strength heuristic. When the server receives A observing
B and B observing A, the stronger RSSI signal relative
to ρ0 will always be preferred. Similarly, when more
than 3 distance observations are given to a server, the
server proceeds from strongest available ρ relative to ρ0
to weakest.

• Occlusion heuristic. When 3 distance observations are
available between A, B and C, ordered by increasing
length dAB ,dBC ,dCA, the triangle inequality can be used
to used to show that longest triangle leg dCA should be
disfavored relative to the other 2.

• Symmetric observation requirement. The server will only
consider and return information to A about B if the
server receives a symmetric request for information from
B about A.

• Movement heuristic. To handle movement of the user,
accelerometer data is used to determine how a given
10-second scan should be sent to the server. If there is
movement, the average RSSI is chosen. If there is no
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movement, the maximum RSSI over the 10-second period
is chosen.

• Jurassic Park heuristic. When in doubt, assume that
people may be closer than they appear.

This approach handles the complexities of phone variation,
movement of the user and occlusion. We believe this is a prac-
tical solution to RSSI-based distance estimation, improving on
prior art [4], [5].

The server receives L observations of RSSI on a given
request, of which a subset Kmax have symmetric requests,
each request labeled with a device model with ρ0 known.
The matching request from another observer is available.
Using each device model the δρ is used to iteratively add
an additional point to minimizing the following error function
for K = 2 . . .Kmax:

E =

K∑
j=2

K∑
k=2

e(j, k)2

where e(j, k) represents the lack of fit between the placement
of the j-th point and the k-th observation of that point,
modulus the occlusion heuristic.

Using polar coordinates, the observer is taken to be the
origin, and the closest point is placed at (d1, 0), with d1
based on the strongest δρ. The j-th point is initialized with
dj computed using its δρ, and then θj is initialized with the
lowest value error for Q points on the unit circle and then
gradient descent on (dj , θj) (first on θj , then dj). All received
data is recorded in BigTable with short (approx 60s) expiration
times.

IV. OPEN INFECTION INFERENCE SYSTEMS OVERVIEW

The complete system model is depicted in Figure 6. To
support a worldwide setting for a population of 7-8B people,
we situate our entire solution on Google Cloud:
• Google Kubernetes Cluster responds to all HTTP requests
• Google BigTable holds all user state in 3 continents US

(NA+SA), Europe (AF) and Asia
• Google BigQuery in one location aggregates the state for

all users worldwide
• Google Storage holds samples and estimated probabilities

of infection
• Google DNS geo-balances a single “status” endpoint with

HTTP-based REST API
While we use Google Cloud, other cloud computing environ-
ments of Alibaba, Azure and Amazon could be used, each
possessing nearly identical products competitive to Google
Cloud.

A. OPEN Device Broadcast

iBeacon is chosen as the chosen BLE broadcast mechanism
because it has enjoyed significant adoption on both iOS and
Android worldwide, specifically including major pharmacies
like CVS Health in the US. Users of an OPEN app who give
the application permission to broadcast and Bluetooth Low
Energy subsequently generate an asymmetric public-private
key pair on the Ed25519 curve; the private key is held in

local storage and never leaves the device. The 32-bit number
broadcast over iBeacon are the first 32 bits of the Ed25519
public key. The 32-bit limitation comes from iBeacon’s iOS
limitation.

Each OPEN user’s app scans every 10s for other devices
broadcasting their 32-bit identifier and captures the RSSI
signals in proximity. Collisions in this space are guaranteed
across the worlds population (7-8 billion people exhaust 232)
but are extremely unlikely for subsets of at most several dozen
in a 10m radius of a person where infection is possible. Users
can reset their public key at any time.

B. OPEN API Endpoint

The OPEN REST API endpoint receives a “status” request
in JSON form, where the request contains:
• A’s status report RA(t): Symptom, Disease and Immunity

Reports, along with a short 140 character text message;
• A’s device information: device model, MAC Address

(only on Android), accelerometer information;
• an array of RSSI observations each coupled with the 32-

bit integer representing the first 32 bits of each users
public key for all devices with signal strengths above
ρmin.

To support authentication and reduce threat of replay attacks,
the raw JSON bytes are signed with the users Ed25519 private
key, with the public key and signature sent in HTTP Headers
with JSON Web Key and JSON Web Signatures. The server
verifies the request against the public key and uses it to derive
what others see and responds with:
• dABi , the distance of A to the observed user Bi, if

matching the Symmetry Observation Requirement.
• status reports for all users in proximity who have made

matching requests
• p(A(t)|D), the probability that the user is infected, in

OPEN score form
• p(Bi(t)|D), the probability that other users in proximity

to A are infected, in OPEN score form
OPEN applications may hit the end point up to every 10
seconds, but in practice will only do so if accelerometer signals
by the user indicate movement, or if RSSI signals within a 10m
radius change sufficiently to justify another API call.

The above OPEN server endpoint is written in Go and
deployed via a Dockerfile to an autoscaling Kubernetes clus-
ter. Additional HTTP endpoints exist to support end-to-end
encrypted messaging and picture updates.

C. Infection Modelling Compute Nodes

Gibbs sampling is used to estimate p(A(t)|D) across the last
14 days of data D using the causal model specified. Execution
will relies on an instance group of “pInfection” compute
nodes with very high memory for each compute instance. Full
table hourly scans from each of 3 continents BigTables are
recorded in a single BigQuery table with day-wide partition
support. The last 14 days of BigQuery are loaded into mem-
ory and the Gibbs samples are recorded in Google Storage
bucket (gs://open-pinfection-samples). A map-reduce
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Fig. 5. Raw RSSI variability from Open Tracing Controlled Chamber Testing[6]

Fig. 6. OPEN Systems implementation in Google Cloud for Infection modeling

Under construction

Fig. 7. (a) ROC Curves for 10MM people in NYC at t = 15, 90, 180 (b) 3 runs for t = 15, 90, 180
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job aggregates samples to estimate the latest p(A(t)) into
another storage bucket (gs://open-pinfection), which is
then loaded into BigTable to be returned in “status” requests.

V. CONTAGION SIMULATION

Here we simulate a population of C = 10MM users over
180 days of New York City from January 15, 2020 until July
15, 2020 with 90 days of no social distancing from t = 1 . . . 90
and then 90 days of social distancing for t = 91 . . . 180,
starting with a single infected user at t = 0. Each simulated
user interacts with a random number of up to 100 people
with social distancing policy settings selecting dABi(t) for all
individuals X in C. Parameters are adjusted in the dynamic
model to match the conditions measured at t = 100 (on
April 20, 2020) having at least 10% of the population tested
seropositive (that is, 1MM people with A(t = 100) = 1).
For each of the 180 days, the true infection state of the
population A(t) is known, which enables comparisons of
computed p(A(t) = 1) to ground truth.

We measure performance by plotting ROC curves of our
simulation, measuring false positive and false negative rates
for different thresholds p0 applied to p(A(t) > p0) to decide
if a person is in fact infected. Figure 7(a) shows t = 15
(outbreak recognized by local NYC authorities), t = 90
(social distancing policy initiated by NY and NYC govt), and
t = 180 for the average of q simulation runs. Of interest is
how many samples are necessary to reach an acceptable ROC
performance objective.

VI. PRIVACY-PRESERVING CONTACT TRACING APPS VS
SAFETY IN NUMBERS SOCIAL DISTANCING APPS

In April 2020, Apple and Google released a privacy preserv-
ing contact tracing protocol specification [7] that is intended
for use by government-sponsored public health applications to
support their nation’s populations. The first author participated
in the design of the TCN protocol [8], which like MIT PACT
[9] and D3CT [?] attempts to minimize the use of personally
identifiable information (PII) of emails, phone numbers and
collection of lat-long information by not relying on them at
all with the same Bluetooth Low Energy machinery advocated
here. The Apple and Google protocol minimizes the ability for
people to be identified by having identifiers change every 10-
15 minutes.

Like the Apple+Google protocol, OPEN does not collect PII
information. Unlike the Apple and Google system, the 32-bit
identifiers are persistent. This supports server-side inference
of p(A(t) = 1) across multi-week time periods.

While we believe that Apple and Google have made excel-
lent choices to limit the possibility of systematic government
surveillance in post-pandemic environment, we believe that
smaller communities and smaller scale organizations such as
store branches, warehouses, schools and universities and pub-
lic transportation systems benefit from persistent identifiers.
That said, it is essential that participants in the community
always have the right to opt-out, be able to change their public
key / identifier and that all data collected be erased.

Like Apple and Google’s server, each OPEN server is as-
sumed to be trusted and must not log any interactions between
people longer than is necessary. For common infections, this
is around 14-21 days. It is hoped that explication of the
precise and an open source model would increase trust levels in
the OPEN systems, coupled with legal requirements to honor
posted privacy policies coupled with smartphone applications.

Privacy advocates are strongly recommended to devise
tractable Bayesian solutions that apply the same sort of
Bayesian inference procedures with homomorphic encryption
for the next pandemic. In the meantime, we believe we need
solutions that require a trusted server to get the economy
moving, and the next generation back in schools. If the
privacy conscious do not wish to opt-in to the OPEN health
network, the hope in this effort would be that there would be
sufficient safety in numbers from altruistic members of our
world community.

VII. SMALL-SCALE SOCIAL DISTANCING POLICIES

We believe OPEN captures some essential design solutions
for keeping businesses and schools open with small-scale
social distancing policies: failure to design small-scale solu-
tions may prolong deep recessions, interrupt young people’s
education and put the economic livelihood of countless people
in jeopardy. The COVID-19 pandemic forced the vast majority
of the world’s population to develop adhoc and draconian mea-
sures to manage risk at unprecedented scales: individuals now
manage the risk of exiting their homes and how far they should
separate from others in doing essential tasks; governments and
businesses now set policies to guide their local populations
to follow, with some businesses having been mandated to
halt activity completely, and to reduce droplet transmission
further, governments have mandated mask wearing (despite
recommending not to do so initially). Difficult tradeoffs are
being presented to everyone on life loss (keeping schools and
businesses open) vs long-term life loss (from the consequences
of economic poverty and mass unemployment).

The technological solutions outlined here reduce such trade-
offs significantly, by considering how the associations of
people to smaller-scale organizations with the data attached
to small-scale public health policies may support a far better
outcome. Fundamentally, the modeling of uncertain knowledge
and adaptability to new information is exactly what Bayesian
networks are optimized to do.

Policy judgements made by private and public organizations
must reflect the local situation faced by people in wildly
different densities with varying pandemic states, so that repres-
sive measures are replaced with data-driven approaches that
are more accurately based on intelligent models. Intelligent
models are possible with modern smartphone applications
and widely understood Bayesian networks. Through OPEN’s
Bayesian models, organizations can use information about
individual probabilities of infection and social distancing
scores to drive dynamic policies for local organizations. This
will allow economic freedom and public health to be more
effectively balanced than today’s measures.

Within our home country of America, we hope OPEN
systems may be used effectively in many small scale en-
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Fig. 8. Small-Scale Organizations can see how their different branches and
their local populations score on an aggregate basis.

vironments so that they can create their own small-scale
public health policies. Entities that could derive the greatest
immediate benefit include:
• Retail/Pharmacy environments (e.g. Walmart, CVS, Tar-

get, Amazon) and supporting delivery operations that
have a very large workforce (between 3-6MM) and inter-
action with the American population. They are currently
open, but are facing significant challenges in implement-
ing suitable organization quickly enough (c.f [10])

• Universities and High Schools (e.g MIT, U of I, Mills
High School) appear unlikely to be able to resume with
full lecture halls and classrooms in Fall 2020, but it
may be reasonable to have a much smaller population of
attendees participate in high value in-person interactions
and continue to do research in labs with social distancing
practices approved by school and college boards.

• Public transportation systems (eg. NYC Subways, BART,
O’Hare) and private transportation (e.g. Uber, Doordash,
UPS) systems that power everyday travel for people.

• Nursing homes and medical facilities (e.g. Kaiser Perma-
nente, MD Anderson, Methodist Hospital) are faced with
non-medical visitors who threaten the very people that
they are visiting.

Each of these organization types may use OPEN scoring to
monitor their local branches across a very wide geography,
focusing on interventions, training or physical design changes
necessary for public safety of staff and customers. Figure 8
shows a mobile view of how OPEN scores may be viewed
in a map interface with number of visitors, recent incidents
and aggregated OPEN scores shared across our OPEN health
network. National, state and county governments may be

able to connect operations of public health officials to these
small-scale public health operations effectively by requesting
aggregate reports. Other nations in the world are likely to
be faced with very similarly shaped small-scale public health
issues.

The OPEN app source code is available as a commercial
license to enterprises, public institutions and schools who
require social distancing to keep their staff and community
members safe.
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